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Abstract
In this work, we propose to quantize all parts
of standard classification networks and replace
the activation-weight–multiply step with a simple
table-based lookup. This approach results in net-
works that are free of floating-point operations
and free of multiplications, suitable for direct
FPGA and ASIC implementations. It also pro-
vides us with two simple measures of per-layer
and network-wide compactness as well as insight
into the distribution characteristics of activation-
output and weight values. We run controlled stud-
ies across different quantization schemes, both
fixed and adaptive and, within the set of adaptive
approaches, both parametric and model-free. We
implement our approach to quantization with min-
imal, localized changes to the training process,
allowing us to benefit from advances in training
continuous-valued network architectures. We ap-
ply our approach successfully to AlexNet, ResNet,
and MobileNet. We show results that are within
1.6% of the reported, non-quantized performance
on MobileNet using only 40 entries in our table.
This performance gap narrows to zero when we
allow tables with 320 entries. Our results give the
best accuracies among multiply-free networks.
1. Introduction to Network Quantization
Deep neural networks are being employed in an ever-
growing number of applications. Though these networks are
often trained on computers with powerful GPUs, inference
is increasingly happening on end-user devices. To address
the enormous range of memory, bandwidth, and computa-
tion constraints that must be handled for successful wide
deployment of neural-network–based applications, there has
been renewed interest in efficient inference. One promising
technique is network quantization. Research into neural-
network quantization is not new; it has spanned decades and
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included numerous approaches (Balzer et al., 1991; March-
esi et al., 1993; Yi et al., 2008; Vanhoucke et al., 2011;
Anwar et al., 2015; Courbariaux et al., 2016; Han et al.,
2016; Hubara et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2016; Garland &
Gregg, 2017; Deng et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2018; Baluja
et al., 2018). (Guo, 2018) provides an excellent survey of
the prior work in this area. His analysis includes a use-
ful characterization of the methods as using either fixed or
adaptive codebooks for the weight quantization. In this pa-
per, we introduce new adaptive (Section 3.3) and new fixed
(Section 3.4) quantization approaches.
There is little agreement on what it means to quantize a
network. For example, (Courbariaux et al., 2016; Li et al.,
2017) quantize only the weights but not the biases or the
activations, while (Cai et al., 2017) focuses on activations.
Recent efforts, including (Zhou et al., 2016; Deng et al.,
2017), quantized some of the weights and some of the ac-
tivations but not all of them. Some studies quantize the
network uniformly to allow operations using fixed-point
arithmetic (Jacob et al., 2018), others quantize each channel
of each layer independently (Krishnamoorthi, 2018). Suc-
cessful previous studies have employed varying levels of
discretization, ranging from bi-level and tri-level weights
to 4- and 8-bit instantiations. Some use adaptive quantiza-
tion (Gong et al., 2014; Choi et al., 2017; Achterhold et al.,
2018) and others use fixed codebooks (Tang & Kwan, 1993;
Hwang & Sung, 2014; Kim et al., 2014; Courbariaux et al.,
2015; Zhu et al., 2016). Finally, as expected, the degree
of change needed in the training algorithms varies signifi-
cantly (Rastegari et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2016; Tang et al.,
2017; Zhou et al., 2017).
This range of definitions for what it means to quantize a
network makes it difficult to compare approaches. In this
study, as in (Baluja et al., 2018), we start with the premise
that we should be able quantize all parts of the network:
the biases, the weights, and the activations. Full quanti-
zation allows us to avoid all floating-point operations and
even fixed-point multiplication, replacing it with a Look-
Up-Table (LUT). For an FPGA implementation, there is a
reasonably direct trade-off between the expense of floating
point and the memory needed for our LUTs: if the LUT size
is less than a few thousand entries, it takes fewer FPGA re-
ar
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sources than a CLB-based floating-point multiply (Marcus,
2004).
Full quantization also allows us to develop two usable mea-
sures with which to compare quantizations, neural-unit com-
plexity (NUC) and network-wide non-compactness (NWNC).
Inspired by (Chatterjee, 2018), which used LUTs in the
study of network generalization and capacity, we reformu-
late the standard multiplication of activations and weights
as a simple table-cell look-up. The sizes of the required
LUTs give a partial measure of complexity and compact-
ness: with NUC, we use the per-layer LUT size as a local
measure of complexity and, with NWNC, we use the com-
bined LUT sizes across the full network as a measure of
the (non-)compactness of the full representation. With these
measures, we are able to compare adaptive codebooks to
fixed ones, to examine the best allocation between the acti-
vation and weight quantization levels, and to examine the
gain in NWNC of using a single global set of weight quanti-
zations compared to layer-specific weight quantizations.
To avoid moving unnecessarily far from the underlying
floating-point networks that we are analyzing, we propose
two simple, highly localized changes to standard deep-
learning training regimes. Though simple, these yield
fully discretized networks with minimal accuracy loss;
these are described in Section 2. In Section 3, we exam-
ine four alternative weight-quantization approaches, using
AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) as our target. In Section 4,
we examine two approaches to activation quantization: uni-
form linear and octave sampling. Using octave sampling
for both weights and activations, we are able to move away
from doubly indexed LUTs to much smaller single-index
tables. In Section 5, we conduct extensive empirical tests,
comparing our results to others on three different-sized net-
works: AlexNet, for comparison with (Wu et al., 2018; Zhou
et al., 2016; Hubara et al., 2016; Rastegari et al., 2016; Lin
et al., 2015)); ResNet-101, for a large-network study; and
MobileNet, for networks targeted at mobile devices. Finally,
conclusions are presented in Section 6.
2. LUT-based Networks
In this section, we present the quantization procedure, origi-
nally described in (Baluja et al., 2018). We quantize every
portion of the network: all weights (including biases) and
activations. For ease in exposition, we begin with the pro-
cess of inference used in our quantized LUT-based networks.
Then we return to training.
2.1. Inference using LUT-based Networks
To eliminate all multiplications and all floating-point op-
erations, (Baluja et al., 2018) used doubly-indexed LUTs
that hold the product of all the quantized weights and activa-
Figure 1. LUT-based neural unit. LUT(i, j) = 2
s
∆x
wiaj (for quan-
tized weight wi and quantized activation-output aj) replaces all
multiplies at inference time. These values are summed to give
2s x
∆x
where x is the output of the linear unit. and the input into
the next non-linearity Γ(). Shifting by s bits removes the 2s scal-
ing. We then use the activation table, indexed by k + k0 where
k = x
∆x
(the output from our sum/shift) and k0 = index for x = 0.
The values in the activation table are the index j+ for the quantized
activation, aj+ = arg minj |Γ(k∆x)− aj |. If there is no follow-
ing layer, we can look up that actual value of Γ(k∆x) by looking
up its value at in the LUT, using the value of i that corresponds to
wi = 1. No multiplications and no non-linearities are computed at
inference time and all additions are integer. Note that the number
of entries in the activation table can be more than Na (the number
of distinct quantized activation levels) if our nonlinearity does not
change level at a uniform rate (e.g., quantized tanh). (Similar to
Figure 9 in (Baluja et al., 2018), with permission.)
tions.1 Figure 1 illustrates this approach. After quantization
of weights and activations, the network is represented with
three tables; Figure 1 shows two of them. The third table,
the weight-index table, is also discussed below.
The first table, the LUT, provides the result of the multipli-
cation between a quantized weight and its input, which is,
itself, the output of the previous layer’s quantized activation
function. This table contains NaNw elements: the number
of activation quantization levels, Na, times the number of
weight quantization levels, Nw. The value stored in each
cell is the closest integer to 2
s
∆xwiaj where 2
s is the fixed-
point scaling factor (allowing accurate accumulation) and
∆x is the quantization step used in the activation table. We
force the weight quantizations to include one; this also han-
dles the bias elements. Additionally, the wi = 1 column
can be used to look-up the final layer’s actual output value.2
This LUT is different at each layer, if the quantization lev-
1 Note that this approach does not require uniform quantization
on either weights or activations.
2Similarly, to implement the scaling needed for average pool-
ing, we can add a single-row for that specific scaling.
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els for the different layers are not shared. If the network
computation is scheduled by layer, then only the current
layer’s LUT needs to fit into CPU L1 cache (or the FPGA
block RAM) at a time, but there are time and energy costs to
updating the tables between layers. We try to capture these
two types of cost by breaking out the per-layer LUT size
with NUC and the full network cost using NWNC.
The second table, the activation table, is of size Nx,
where Nx is the number of ∆x-sized steps needed in the
activation-input space to fully span the quantized range
of activation outputs. Assuming a standard, bounded,
non-decreasing activation function, γ() (e.g., Tanh, Sig-
moid, ReLu6), Nx is the count from the largest k giving
arg minj |γ(k∆x)− aj | = 0 through (inclusive) the small-
est k giving arg minj |γ(k∆x) − aj | = Na − 1. For ex-
ample, if γ() is Tanh, quantized to uniform output spacing
2
Na−1 with ∆x = 0.02 and Na = 32, then Nx = 207
(across x = ±2.06). It is important to note here that the size
of the LUT and the activation table are crucial for memory
and bandwidth constrained systems.
With an FPGA implementation, ideally, both the LUT
and activation table should simultaneously fit onto the dis-
tributed memory of the FPGA, since the order in which they
will be accessed is not predictable. This is easier than the
full LUT size would suggest, since only the one column
of the LUT that corresponds to wi (the weight that is used
at that location in the network) needs to be accessed dur-
ing each multiplication. For the purposes of FPGA access
(where the processing and memory is distributed), this re-
duces the per-multiplication memory usage to Na and the
per-accumulator memory usage to Nx.
For the final classification decision, we retain the full pre-
cision of the accumulator instead of completing the “ s”,
indicated in Figure 1. We then find the index of the 1st (for
recall@1) or top-5 (for recall@5) maximum output values.
In this way, we do not lose ranking precision and we do not
need to move to floating-point numbers.
The third table is the weight-index. For each of the net-
work’s connections, this stores the quantized-weight index.
This is the largest table; it has Nnet entries, where Nnet is
the number of weights and biases within the network. Each
of the Nnet entries is dlog2Nwe bits wide, (where Nw is
the # of weight quantization levels).3 Fortunately, since
the sequencing for the neural-network computation is both
fixed and predictable, this table can be accessed in prede-
fined sections efficiently. It does not need to fit directly on
chip. Nonetheless, limiting the table size has secondary
3 The average size of the weight-index–table entries
(dlog2 Nwe) can be further reduced using variable-length encod-
ing. However, since this study is focused on the on-chip table
sizes and operations, we do not attempt to quantify the amount of
additional compression available by that route.
benefits, since it impacts the number of total table accesses
and network download size.
A note about network inputs: we handle the network inputs
into the first layer either by quantizing the input values to
the network’s activation quantization levels or by using a
separate LUT for multiplying the network’s inputs by the
same quantized weights as used elsewhere. Looking ahead,
when we used the former approach, we saw a drop in accu-
racy of 0.0–0.3% from what is reported in Table 1. (Baluja
et al., 2018) provides more details about the impact of input
quantization on k-means–based weight quantization (Sec-
tion 3.1) and Laplacian-model–based weight quantization
(Section 3.2)
In summary, using the standard floating-point represen-
tations for comparison, our approach reduces the size of
the overall network from 32Nnet down to Nnet log2Nw (for
the weight table) + (s + log2Nx)NaNw (for the LUT) +
Nx log2Na (for the activation table). Since the values of
Nw,Na, andNx are miniscule compared toNnet, there is an
immediate reduction in network download/storage size by
32
dlog2Nwe . Additionally, as we mentioned above, the LUT
sizes provide intuitive measures with which to compare
different quantization allocations and schemes.
2.2. Training Fully-Quantized Networks
To quantize the entire inference network, we broadly define
two sets of quantization levels. The first set is used for the
weights and bias units. The second set of levels is used for
the activations. In its simplest form, the product of these
two sets determines the NUC since it represents the total set
of unique values that can be produced at any single layer
or unit. Our goal is to minimize the set sizes of both, while
also minimizing the impact to classification accuracy. To do
this, we change the training process in two simple, localized
steps, in the same way as was done in (Baluja et al., 2018).
The first modification allows backwards error-propagation
through quantized activations. We use the “straight-through
estimator” (STE) (Hinton, 2012), which has been widely
used for quantization (Courbariaux et al., 2015; Zhou et al.,
2016; Miyashita et al., 2016). Simply, this means that during
training, the discretized activations use the gradients that
would have been provided by the non-discretized version.
The second training modification allows us to find good
weight and bias cluster centers. Using one of the methods
from Section 3, we find new quantization centers once every
S training steps 4 (we set S = 1000). In each of these
quantizing passes, we replace each weight (and bias) with
its assigned quantization center. This temporarily reduces
the number of unique weights and biases to Nw. After this
4Note that for the methods described in Section 3.3 and 3.4,
the cluster centers will not change after the first quantization pass.
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quantization event, training continues with no modifications
until the next multiple-of-S training step. Between the
quantization events, the weights diverge from the quantized
levels. Nonetheless, these periodic reinforcements of the
selected levels ensures that the final quantization event is
not detrimental to performance. More details can be found
in (Baluja et al., 2018).
2.3. Handling Batch-Norm for Quantization
One hurdle to quantization is batch-norm (BN) (Ioffe &
Szegedy, 2015). The difficulty for quantization arises be-
cause BN moves the weights and biases of each unit in-
dependently. Most earlier quantization work has focused
either on networks that are shallow enough that they can be
trained without using BN or on quantization approaches that
rescale quantization levels across layers (Jacob et al., 2018)
and, often, even across channels (Krishnamoorthi, 2018).
Unfortunately, the first (training without BN) limits the set
of networks that we can consider. The latter (using different
quantization scaling) increases the distinct quantization lev-
els used by the weights and biases across the full network,
giving much larger values for NWNC. By folding BN into
the weights before quantizing, we can avoid both of these
compromises.
We first train the network without quantization, using BN.
Upon convergence, we fold the changes dictated by BN into
the weight layers immediately preceding the normalization
functions. We thereby eliminate the 1× 1× 1 linear layer
that BN would otherwise create. The BN changes to the
weights and biases are combined with those of the basic
convolutional unit, using the equations given in Appendix A,
and the BN unit can be removed. We then measure the
distribution of these “BN-folded” weights and biases (for
Section 3.3) or the extremal values (for Section 3.4). The
BN-folded weights and biases are then quantized using one
of the approaches described next.
3. Weight quantization approaches
We present four approaches to weight/bias quantization. In
this section, our activation quantization is uniform. For the
purposes of being concrete, we compare these alternative
quantization approaches using AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al.,
2012). Our baseline accuracy with AlexNet (without quan-
tization, using ReLU6) on ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) is
56.4% / 79.8% (recall@1 / recall@5). More training and
baseline-accuracy details will be given in Section 5.
3.1. Weight/bias quantization using 1-D k-means
Previous efforts in adaptive selection of weight quantiza-
tions have used k-means (Jain, 2010) on the weight vectors
that make up the full kernels (Gong et al., 2014; Han et al.,
Figure 2. Quantization centers (left) and bin counts (right), for the
upper half of a Laplacian distribution σ =
√
2, Nw = 1000,
Nnet = 100, 000. Green minimizes L1 quantization error; blue,
L2 error. Quantization centers are non-uniformly spaced with
wider spacing at large amplitudes. (Reproduced with permission
from (Baluja et al., 2018))
2015; Choi et al., 2017). (Baluja et al., 2018) took a sim-
pler approach here and performed k-means clustering on
weights and biases: in effect, one-dimensional clustering.
Though the optimal solution can be found in O(n2k) (Wang
& Song, 2011), because of the size of the networks consid-
ered (> 5 ∗ 107 for AlexNet), (Baluja et al., 2018) instead
used the standard k-means algorithm and subsampled the
weight/biases to n = 100, 000.
Using this approach with AlexNet, starting quantization
training from scratch, using 1000 weight quantization levels
(across all weights and biases in the network), and 32 lin-
early spaced activation levels with ReLU6, the classification
accuracy is 52.5% (recall@1) and 76.3% (recall@5): a drop
of 3.9% and 3.5%, respectively, from our baseline. The
NUC, the set size of the possible outputs for each unit, is
32 ∗ 1000 = 32, 000 and, since the same levels are used
across the full network, the NWNC is also 32,000.
3.2. Quantization using a Laplacian distribution model
The k-means approach from Section 3.1 used subsampling
to give a non-parametric estimate of the weight distribution.
However, the weight distributions of a fully trained AlexNet
appear to be nearly Laplacian (or, for some layers, Gaus-
sian). This insight opens up novel model-based quantization
approaches. Specifically, we can mathematically determine
what the correct distribution of cluster centers and cluster
occupancies should be to minimize expected L1 or L2 error
for a Laplacian. We find this lowers the total error across the
full weight set, compared to k-means on the 0.2% sample
used in Section 3.1. Figure 2 shows these cluster centers
and occupancies for a sample set drawn from a Laplacian
distribution. More details are provided in Appendix B.
As in Section 3.1, we trained AlexNet from scratch and used
1000 weight/bias quantization levels and 32 linearly spaced
ReLU6 activation levels (the same neural-unit complexity of
32,000 separate entries). We achieved 57.1% (recall@1) and
79.8% (recall@5). This is slightly better recall@1 than even
the baseline, and the same recall@5 as the baseline. Both
of these are better than k-means clustering (Section 3.1),
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without increasing either NUC or NWNC.
3.3. Quantization using model-free distributions
If the optimal continuous-valued weights/biases are a sam-
ple from a single Laplacian distribution, we can mini-
mize the expected L1 (or L2) error between the quanti-
zation centers and the optimal values using either a set of
pre-computed cluster centers (Figure 2-a) or a set of pre-
computed cluster occupancy counts (Figure 2-b). In Sec-
tion 3.2, we used the pre-computed cluster centers. Here,
we use the pre-computed cluster-occupancy counts. Fig-
ure 2-b shows that the occupancy counts for minimizing the
expected L1 Laplacian error is a (discretized) symmetric-
about-zero triangle whose width is Nw + 2 and whose area
is Nnet: there are no scale parameters to be estimated. We
simply collect, for each layer separately, the fully-trained,
continuous-valued set of weights and biases; sort them; and
assign them to the quantization bins according to the cu-
mulative counts that are indicated by the integral of the
discretized triangle shape. The cluster centers are computed
as the median value for each bin (to minimize L1 error in
the bin) or as the mean value (for L2 error).
We are relying on the observed distributions to determine the
location of our cluster centers. So, we begin by first training
the model without discretization. We then use the distribu-
tion of the trained, continuous-valued weights/biases, along
with our Laplacian-inspired triangle-occupancy profile, to
determine the cluster occupancy count and our cluster cen-
ters. (The complete procedure is described, with step-by-
step pseudo-code, in Appendix C.1.) We freeze both the
cluster centers and cluster occupancy counts for the remain-
der of the quantized training, to avoid the problem of the
weight/bias distribution straying from those found during
the continuous-valued training.
If we quantized once and discontinued training, there would
be a large drop in classification accuracy. With AlexNet, in
the first quantization pass to 256 levels, the recall@1 was
10% below the final accuracy obtained by fine tuning. So,
we continue training, using this quantized starting point. As
expected, with continued training, the quantized weights
move away from the quantized values. Periodically (ev-
ery 1000th step), we again sort the biases and weights and
reassociate each with the cluster center that the triangle-
occupancy profile dictates, regardless of whether that is the
closest cluster center by L1 distance. These weights/biases
take on the value of the cluster center — the value that
was determined (and frozen) based on our initial quanti-
zation. The individual weights/biases can change which
cluster level they are quantized to, but the overall distribu-
tion is constant. Note the contrast with Sections 3.1 and 3.2.:
both of those approaches re-clustered the weights/biases
to whichever quantization level was closest, regardless of
occupancy counts.
This approach allows us to use units with lower complexity
than before with no loss in recall@5 accuracy. Using 256
quantized weight/bias levels (instead of the 1000 previously)
and 32 linearly spaced ReLU6 activation levels, the NUC
is 8192 entries. However, since we do the clustering inde-
pendently at each layer, the NWNC is less compact than our
previous approaches: the NWNC is 65,524 entries. With
this, the model-free–quantized AlexNet achieves 56.4% (re-
call@1) and 79.8% (recall@5). The recall@5 performance
matches both the baseline (unquantized) AlexNet and the
Laplacian-modeled quantization — with 14 of the NUC.
3.4. Weight/bias quantization using octave sampling
While we were able to reduce the neural-unit complexity
using the model-free approach, we still used a large look-
up table (256 × 32 entries) and the NWNC actually got
worse (by a factor of 2). In this section, we present an
alternative approach: we constrain the weight cluster centers
such that we can re-use entries in our table to represent
distinct weights. The intuition is to use weights that have
the following periodicity every Nq entries: in an ordered
list of values to represent, every value at index i is simply
a bit-shifted version of the base value at index i mod Nq.
This is possible using values for the weights/biases that are
separated by exact octaves: specifically, 0 and
±2Kmax−k2−n/Nq
for 0 < n ≤ Nq and 0 ≤ k < No where Kmax =
2dlog2 vmaxe and No = dlog2 vmaxe − blog2 vminc, with
vmax/vmin as the maximum/minimum non-zero amplitude
values represented. Pseudo-code for this octave-based
weight quantization approach is given in Appendix C.2.
Using this approach, we can represent 2NqNo + 1 (the +1
is for the 0 value) distinct quantized weights with a LUT
that is only NaNq separate entries. This is a factor of 2No×
smaller than would be needed for that many unconstrained
entries. While a reduction in the NUC and NWNC is accu-
rate, since we are constraining our weight centers, using just
that LUT size (NaNq entries) understates the unit’s (and
the network’s) complexity. With just that measure, there
is no accounting for the number of octaves used. To ad-
dress this, we add another term to our neural complexity
With respect to trainable parameters, we have one addi-
tional parameter for each additional octave that we cover.
So, for octave-based weight quantization (and linear activa-
tion quantization), our neural complexity is the LUT size
(NqNa) plus the additional octave parameters (No − 1):
NqNa + No − 1. For our octave-based approach, we use
the same quantization levels throughout the network, so the
NWNC is the same as the NUC (NqNa +No − 1).
We have observed that octave sampling is well matched to
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the light-tailed distributions of our network weights/biases,
especially on the outer 3–4 octaves. Octave sampling over-
samples the central lobe compared to what Laplacian distri-
butions dictate, but these values do not require additional
LUT memory.5
With these quantization centers, we can represent the weight
index using a sign bit (±1), an octave (k), and a within-
octave index (n).6 When retrieving the result of multiplying
a quantized activation (a) with the weight, the LUT only
needs to hold results for a × 2−n/Nq (so NaNq entries).
The answer can then be determined by bit shifting the saved
result by Kmax − k bits and possibly inverting the sign.
We tested this approach with similar numbers of quantiza-
tion levels as Section 3.3: 15 octaves with 8 weight/bias
samples per octave and 32 linearly spaced ReLU6 activation
levels. Although the number of weight/bias quantization
levels are similar to what we used for model-free quantiza-
tion (241 vs 256 levels), the LUT size needed has only 256
entries, in contrast to the 8,192 entries in the model free ap-
proach. The neural-unit complexity is increased from the ba-
sic LUT size by the 15 octaves that are used, giving a NUC
of 32×9+15−1 = 271 entries. Even with this constrained
representation of weights, octave-quantized AlexNet gives
56.4% (recall@1) and 79.8% (recall@5). This matches the
performance of the model-free quantization.
This approach is similar to (Miyashita et al., 2016), but with
more general spacing in the log-amplitude space. Using this
approach with Nq = 1, No = 32, and Na = 16, (Miyashita
et al., 2016) reported an AlexNet recall@5 accuracy of
73.6%. Using our approach with the same parameters, we
obtain an accuracy of 76.2%: a 2.6% improvement.
4. Activation Quantization Approaches
In this section, we compare the trade-offs between two
alternative approaches to activation quantization: uniform
linear quantization and octave-based quantization.
4.1. Uniform-linear activation quantization
To this point, we have used linearly-spaced quantization
levels on our activations. Uniform linear quantization is
well matched to the distribution of the activation values,
largely due to the compressive mapping of the bounded
activation function. As shown in Section 3.4, when we use
15 octaves with 8 levels/octaves for weight quantization
with 32-level uniform-linear quantization of activations, we
get 56.4% (recall@1) and 79.8% (recall@5) accuracy with
5It might still be worthwhile pruning the number of quantiza-
tion levels for the lower-amplitude octaves, since this number does
impact the size of the weight-index table.
6Weights that quantize to zero are dropped before being saved.
AlexNet. The NUC and NWNC (both at 271 entries) are the
smallest that we have been able to use successfully, so far.
4.2. Octave-based activation quantization
By quantizing the weights/biases and activations using log-
amplitude quantization, we can both avoid the multiplication
LUT and use only fixed-point addition for multiplication,
by operating in the log2 index space.
Multiplications between quantized weights and quantized
activations become fixed-point additions. Multiplying a
quantized activation (with Nq;a samples per octave) by a
quantized weight (withNq;w samples per octave) is the same
as adding the quantized weight index, scaled by Nq;aNq;w , to
the quantized activation index. As long as Nq;a is a power
of two times Nq;w, this combination can be done by bit
shifting the weight index, followed by a fixed-point addi-
tion. Importantly, the large doubly-indexed multiplication
LUTs are no longer needed and are replaced with two, much
smaller, single-index tables, as described below.
To sum the weighted inputs into each unit, we move back
into (and then out of) the linear amplitude space using two
small look-up tables. One table, with max(Nq;w, Nq;a)
entries, converts from log to linear amplitudes. As long
as max(Nq;w,Nq;a)min(Nq;w,Nq;a) is an integer, we can do this conversion
exactly (to the precision of the table entry). A second table,
with 4Nq;a entries, returns us into the log-amplitude space,
after accumulation. Discussion of the mechanics of this
approach to accumulation starting from log-amplitude and
sign representations are provided in Appendix D.
Returning to our definition of NUC, the complexity of the
octave/octave unit would be max(Nq;w, Nq;a) (for the log-
to-linear LUT) plus 4Nq;a (for the reverse LUT) plus the
numbers of additional octaves that re-use those LUTs in
the weight space (No;w − 1) and in the activation space
(No;a−1). So the NUC and NWNC are max(Nq;w, Nq;a)+
4Nq;a +No;w +No;a − 2.
We now revisit AlexNet using 8 weight samples/octave for
15 octaves. In contrast with 56.4% (recall@1) using 32
linearly-spaced activation levels (reported earlier), we get
only 55.2% (recall@1) using 96 log-spaced activation lev-
els (specifically, 32 samples/octave for 3 octaves). This is
a loss in performance compared to the linearly-quantized
activations, although we actually increased the number of
activation quantization levels. The distributions are poorly
matched; this is also seen in (Miyashita et al., 2016).
The NUC captures this, since the complexity for the oc-
tave/octave unit (max(32, 8)+4∗32+15+3−2 = 176) is
less than that of the octave/linear unit (32∗8+15−1 = 270).
(And the same for the NWNC.) If we think of LUT size as
an indicator for neural complexity, we notice that because
of the constraints, the effective size of the LUT is actually
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AlexNet Results (baseline: 56.4%) ResNet Results (baseline: 74.8%) MobileNet Results (baseline: 68.5%)
Figure 3. Accuracy versus Neural-Unit Complexity. The X-axis shows the number of trainable parameters per table-based neural unit as a
measure of complexity. Note: the X-axis uses log spacing. If we had instead used NWNC, “octave/octave” and “octave/linear” would
have remained the same but “model free” would have slide to the right by a factor of 8, 101, and 28 for AlexNet, ResNet, and MobileNet,
respectively.
much smaller. Therefore, the representational complexity of
the unit is effectively smaller. In summary, we can replace
all multiplications with additions and further reduce our
minimal memory requirements but, when compared on the
basis of quantization levels alone, there is a performance
degradation of 5.6% or more.
Finally, comparing our AlexNet results to those
in (Miyashita et al., 2016): with Nq;w = 2 and Nq;a = 1,
we get 79.0% recall@5 while (Miyashita et al., 2016) gets
75.1% recall@5 when using octave/octave quantization in
that operating regime. Additionally, Figure 3 shows that
the peak performance of this octave/octave neural unit was
better than the octave/linear neural unit at the same NUC
but worse than the octave/linear neural unit when compared
at the same total number of activation levels.
5. Large-Scale Experiments
In this section, we further test our model-free and octave-
based approaches. We use AlexNet, ResNet-101, and Mo-
bileNet. We create a “pre-trained” model of each network
from scratch with ReLU and with ReLU6 units. All models
are trained on the ImageNet 2012 training set and recall@1
and @5 are computed on the validation set using the 10-
crop procedure (Krizhevsky et al., 2012). For these exper-
iments, the quantization networks are fine-tuned from the
pre-trained model. The baselines are the ReLU6 models.
AlexNet: AlexNet is most useful for comparison to
prior work. We follow the training procedures specified
in (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), except: we use RMSProp; ini-
tial weight sd=0.005; bias initializer sd=0.1; one Tesla-V100
GPU; and a stepwise decaying learning rate (LR). Our ReLU
network achieved accuracies: recall@1 of 57.4% and re-
call@5 of 80.4%. (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) reported 59.3%
and 81.8%, recall@1 and @5, respectively. The small differ-
ence was because we did not use the PCA pre-processing or
LRN (Krizhevsky et al., 2012). Our ReLU6 baseline results:
56.4% recall@1 and 79.8% recall@5. Fine-tuning is done
from this model with LR starting at 0.0001.
ResNet-101: We selected ResNet (He et al., 2015) as a
modern deep network that takes full advantage of non-
separable convolutional kernels. For our implementation: 8
GPUs splitting a mini-batch size of 256; and cosine rate de-
cay (Loschilov & Hutter, 2016) ending after 300,000 steps.
Our ReLU model achieved a recall@1 accuracy of 77.8%
and recall@5 accuracy of 94.1%. (He et al., 2015) reported
accuracies of 78.25% and 93.95%. Training with ReLU6,
our baseline, we see 74.8% and 92.3%. We fine-tune from
the ReLU network with LR starting at 0.0001.
MobileNet: MobileNet is a compact network for mobile
deployment. We followed (Howard et al., 2017) except:
4 GPUs splitting a mini-batch size of 96; and a LR-decay
of 0.98 every 13346 steps. Our network had a recall@1
accuracy of 68.4% and @5 of 88.0%. (Howard et al., 2017)
reported 70.6% recall@1. Our baseline ReLU6 net saw
68.5% @1 and 88.0% @5. Fine-tuning is from this network
with LR-cosine decay starting at 0.0001 for 500,000 steps.
Figure 3 compares the accuracy of our different approaches
(model-free, octave/linear, and octave/octave) based on the
NUC degrees of freedom in each layer. The plot shows the
“efficient frontier” for the trade-off in the way that the de-
grees of freedom are allocated. For example, in the AlexNet
results, for the model-free approach, when the NUC is be-
low 1024 entries, it is best to use 8 activation levels, above
that, it uses 16 levels (through 4096 entries), then 32 lev-
els. Other allocations of NUC did not do as well. Even
though the octave/octave has the fewest degrees of freedom,
it achieves the highest recall@1 (and recall@5) accuracy
on both AlexNet and ResNet. Octave/linear gives slightly
better recall@1 accuracy on MobileNet but does so using
3× the degrees of freedom. Similar changes in the best
activation quantization levels were seen in octave/linear and
octave/octave results.
For octave/linear results, in the range of 4–32
weights/octave, we found that the most effective No;w
was closely tied to the step size used for the activation
quantization. If a non-zero weight was so small that having
it multiply the maximum activation value would only move
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the accumulated result by at most 12 the activation step size,
changing that weight to zero did not make a measurable
degradation to the overall accuracy. Instead, it was better to
reduce No;w for that choice of activation quantization. We
observed similar trends for the octave/octave results.
Table 1 provides a thorough comparison of our results with
prior work in quantizing both activations and weights on
AlexNet, ResNet, or MobileNet. After the name column,
we use eight columns to describe the quantization paradigm.
In the first column, we show whether the approach used bit-
shifts or floating/fixed-point multiplies. In column “Quant
first, last, bias”, we specify exactly what was quantized -
were the first and last layer and bias unit quantized? Then
we give the NUC (and the per-layer LUT size, if it differs
from the NUC) and the NWNC (and the network-wide com-
bined LUT size, if it differs) as indications of the degrees
of freedom and memory constraints. The next 2 columns
give the quantization levels for the weights and activations.
“Per-unit Nw / Na” are the numbers of distinct weight &
activation levels seen by any unit in the network. “Full-net
Nw/Na” are the numbers of distinct weight & activation
levels across the full network.
The results are shown in the the last two sections of the table
(last 6 columns). They give the baseline performance of
all the methods and how their quantization affects perfor-
mance - measured at recall @1 and @5. Though there is an
overwhelming amount of information in the table, perhaps
most interestingly, our quantized results often either remain
consistent or even improve over the ReLU6 baseline.
Note that the detailed characterization of the the quantiza-
tion of different approaches is necessary due to the breadth
of approaches to quantization. For all our networks ex-
cept model-free, the distinct quantization levels are shared
throughout the whole network. (Model-free quantizes each
layer independently.) Many of the previous approaches to
quantizing AlexNet use only two or three levels per layer
but then scale each of the eight layers separately (Zhou et al.,
2016; Wu et al., 2018; Rastegari et al., 2016; Hubara et al.,
2016).
To summarize, all three of our approaches were better than
previous results on AlexNet. For ResNet and MobileNet,
our results are nearly identical to those of (Jacob et al.,
2018): we are 0.1% better on MobileNet but 0.1% worse on
ResNet. We use fewer levels (both weights and activations)
than were used in (Jacob et al., 2018) but, using the freedom
given by our table-based approach (Figure 1), we are able
to place our levels more strategically than is possible using
simple fixed-point representations. Remember, also, that
our table-based approach removes all multiplications, un-
like (Jacob et al., 2018), opening up highly efficient FPGA
implementations (Garland & Gregg, 2017).
Finally, two other interesting results from MobileNet are the
extremely compact versions that are listed on lines 22-23 of
Table 1. Using absolutely no multiplication or floating point,
using only 40 entries (across the two LUTs), we achieved
66.9% recall@1: just 1.6% below our baseline. If we allow
ourselves 64 entries, we cut the loss in half for 67.7% re-
call@1, 0.8% below our baseline. With these versions, we
are well within what can fit into on-chip registers.
6. Conclusions
Our studies have focused on quantifying neural-unit
complexity (NUC) and network-wide non-compactness
(NWNC). We examined how to best lower both of these
measures without impacting classification accuracy. Our
definitions of NUC & NWNC are very closely tied to the
number of trainable parameters and unique values at each
layer and across the full network, respectively. We obtained
improved results over the numerous previous approaches we
examined, even though we quantized more of the network
– we completely quantized the weights, the biases and the
quantizations. Perhaps what is the most surprising aspect of
this study is the small number of unique values needed to
represent the weights and activations across the entire net-
work. For AlexNet, we achieve 56.5% recall@1 and 80.0%
recall@5 with only 347 unique values. On ResNet, our best
performance is 76.5% recall@1 and 93.3% recall@5, again
with only 347 values. On MobileNet, our two best results
are 69.3% recall@1 / 88.5% recall@5 with 338 values and
69.4% / 88.5% with 1038 values. Using our table-based
approach, these resulting tiny tables allow for in-memory
caching and require no floating point representation. Addi-
tionally, as described, we can eliminate all multiplications
as well. These are all achieved without sacrificing classifi-
cation performance.
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A. Quantization with Batch-Norm and
Weight Norm: Implementation Details
As pointed out in Section 2.3, Batch norm (BN) (Ioffe &
Szegedy, 2015) makes it difficult to train quantized net-
works since normalization moves the weights and biases
of each unit independently. To avoid the compromises that
an ongoing BN process would impose on our quantized
network, we instead train with BN in the continuous-weight
domain and only work towards a quantized network after
the continuous-weight version has converged. Once the net-
work has converged, we fold the changes dictated by the
normalization operations into the weight-layers immediately
preceding or following the normalization functions.
Using a variation on the notation from (Ioffe & Szegedy,
2015), BN changes each input x to y via
y =
γ
σ
x+ (β − γ
σ
m)
σ =
√
Var[x] + 
m = E[x]
γ, β are the BN learned parameters
When the BN operation is immediately after a weight layer,
then that weight layers biases (b) and weights (w) change to
b ← γ
σ
b+ β − γ
σ
m
w ← γ
σ
w
If the BN is immediately before a weight layer, then there
are likely to be many different BN layers, each feeding
into a different weight connection (w+i ). Using i on the
BN parameters to distinguish these different normalizations,
folding all of the preceding BN’s gives us:
b+ ← b+ + Σi(βi − γi
σi
mi)w
+
i
w+i ←
γi
σi
w+i
(in that order).
Note that, if the batch norm feeds a skip connection or a
tower split, the weights/biases for all of the convolutional
layers that are directly connected to it need to be modified
in the way just described.
For weight normalization (Salimans & Kingma, 2016), we
can use basically the same formulas as above, but replacing
γ
σ with the weight normalization scaling (s) and replacing
β − γσm with zero.
At the start of fine-tuning, the model is reconstructed with-
out batch-norm. If associated weight layer, in the original
network did not have a bias tensor (which they often do
Figure 4. Histograms of weights from a well-trained (continuous)
AlexNet, from layers 1, 4, and 8. The blue line is the actual
weight distribution; the red one is the best fitting distribution
(either Laplacian or Gaussian). The distributions of layers 2, 3,
and 5 look very similar to the Laplacian distribution of layer 4.
The distributions of layers 6 and 7 are similar to the Gaussian
distribution of layer 8 with smaller variances. (Reproduced with
permission from (Baluja et al., 2018))
not when associated with a BN layer), an initially-zero bias
tensor is added to the weight layer. The pre-trained batch-
norm parameters are folded into the pre-trained weights and
biases. Training continues, with periodic quantization (ac-
cording to one of the quantization approaches described in
the main paper) and without any batch-norm computation.
B. Weight/bias quantization using a
Laplacian distribution model
As asserted in Section 3.2 and shown in Figure 4, many fully-
trained weight distributions resemble Laplacian or Gaussian
distributions. This insight can help us to better select cluster
centers and cluster occupancies.
If we have a sample from a Laplacian distribution and if it
is small enough to cluster using the dynamic-programming
implementation of 1-D k-means clustering then that method
will provide the optimal clusters for that sample. However,
with millions of weights (which are the samples we are
trying to cluster), we can not do that. Instead, we can find
the best clusters for the expected L1 or L2 error across all
fair samples. Figure 2 (repeated here for ease of reference)
shows cluster centers and occupancies for Laplacian distri-
butions that minimize its L1 or L2 error in the weight/bias
space.
One interesting characteristic of the L1 Laplacian-based
clustering model is that we can describe the best cluster
center locations in closed form, as a function of the near-
extreme values that were seen in the weight/bias set. We can
also express the best cluster occupancies, as a function of
the sample size and the number of clusters. Specifically, for
the cluster centers with minimum expected L1 error (using
an odd number, N , of cluster centers), the cluster centers
should be at ±bLi where b is a scaling factor and where
Li = Li−1 + ∆i
∆i = − ln(1− 2 exp(Li−1)/N)
L0 = 0
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We set the scaling factor, b, using the cluster occupancy
curve for guidance. From Figure 2-b, for minimum L1 error
on a fair sample set from a Laplacian distribution, occu-
pancy of the clusters should fall linearly from the central
peak of 2NNw to the outer most bins at
2
N2Nw. Using this
insight, we set b = Wmax/LN/2 where Wmax is based on
the weight magnitudes in the outer half of the outermost
quantization bins.
We gave the description for the cluster occupancy with the
minimum expected L1 error in Subsection 3.3. Repeating
that here: The cluster occupancy counts which minimize the
expected L1 Laplacian error is a (discretized) symmetric-
about-zero triangle whose width is Nw + 2 and whose area
is Nnet. For the cluster counts (unlike the cluster centers),
there are no scale parameters to be estimated.
Since some of the layers’ weight distributions are closer to
Gaussian than Laplacian (for example, layer 8 of AlexNet,
shown in Figure 4), we need to consider this model mis-
match. However, using the Laplacian occupancy profile
works well for both Laplacian and Gaussian distributions:
the increase in L1 error caused by using the Laplacian pro-
file on a Gaussian distribution is under 4%. The Laplacian
occupancy profile does not work as well for heavy-tailed
distributions, like the Cauchy distribution, resulting in 51%
more error than could have been achieved by using the
correct probability profile. However, none of the weight dis-
tributions that we have encountered in our network training
were heavy tailed.
We give our results using this Laplacian-model approach in
Subsection 3.2.
C. Pseudo-code for Weight quantization
approaches
Due to the simplicity of the 1-D k-means weight clustering,
we do not include pseudo-code for that approach. Since we
dropped the Laplacian quantization approach for our later
studies, we do not include pseudo-code for that approach,
just the mathematical description in Appendix B.
C.1. Weight/bias quantization using a non-parametric
probability distribution model
The code for Section 3.3 is in Algorithm 1.
C.2. Weight/bias quantization using Octave
The code for Section 3.4 is in Algorithm 2.
D. Addition under octave-based quantization
for both activation outputs and
weights/biases
In much of the paper, we have used linearly spaced quan-
tization levels, which we (and others (Miyashita et al.,
2016)) have found is better matched to the distributions
of activation-output values than is octave-based quantiza-
tion. However, if we quantize our weights/biases and the
activation outputs using uniform log-amplitude quantization,
there are two benefits. We can:
• replace the multiplication (double indexed) LUT of
size NaNw by two much smaller (single-index) ta-
bles. The first smaller table is used to move out of
log-linear space to linear amplitude space, and is of
size max(Nq;a, Nq;w). The second table to reverse
this mapping is of size 4Nq;a.
• use only fixed-point addition to complete the multipli-
cation, by operating in the log2 index space.
Multiplications between quantized weights and quantized
activation outputs become fixed-point additions: using the
notation,
sx = sign(x)
vx = round(Nq,x log2(|x|))
where Nq,x is the number of equally spaced samples per
octave that we are using for x, then for a vwa quantized to
Nq;a samples per octave:
swa = sign(wa) = swsa
vwa = round(Nq;a log2(|wa|))
= round(Nq;a log2(2
vw/Nq;w2va/Nq;a))
= va + vw
Nq;a
Nq;w
As long as Nq;a is a power of two ×Nq;w, this combination
can be done using a bit shift of vw followed by a fixed-point
addition.
To add together the weighted inputs from the network, we
temporarily move back into (and then out of) the linear
amplitude space, using two singly-indexed LUTs of com-
bined size max(Nq;a, Nq;w) + 4Nq;a. We chose to do this
instead of using a Taylor-series approximation (Miyashita
et al., 2016) for accuracy. Figure 5 shows the error be-
tween log2(1+x) and its first-order Taylor-series expansion
around x = 0 for the range from -1 to 1, which is the range
needed to use this expansion as the basis for linear-value
addition in the log domain. However, as can be seen by
Figure 5, that approximation does not work well when the
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Algorithm 1 Model-Free Weight Quantization Pseudo-Code: Training
Throughout, fully-connected layers are implemented as conv2d layers with a 1x1 kernel.
{****INITIALIZATION****}
Input: Nq: The number of weights; model: a pre-trained model; cut values: a dictionary from the conv layer tensors in
model to a list of indices.
1: for all batch norm layer ∈ model do
2: Fold batch norm layer into the preceding conv layer (see Section 2.3).
3: end for
4: {ConvLayerTensors(model) returns all the conv layer tensors in model, both weights and biases.}
5: {Build quantized values, a dictionary from each tensor in ConvLayerTensors(model) to its sorted, quantized
values.}
6: {The input cut values[tensor] is a list of indices. cut values[tensor][i+ 1]− cut values[tensor][i] is the number
of values in tensor that belong in bucket i, for i = 0 to Nq .}
7: for all tensor ∈ ConvLayerTensors(model) do
8: sorted tensor ← sort(tensor.flatten())
9: for i = 0 to Nq do
10: cut start = cut values[i]
11: cut end = cut values[i]
12: centroid← average(sorted tensor[cut start : cut end])
13: quantized values[tensor]← quantized values[tensor] + [centroid] ∗ (cut end− cut start)
14: end for
15: end for
Output: quantized values; model
{****EVERY 1000 TRAINING STEPS****}
Input: quantized values; model
16: for all input tensor ∈ ConvLayerTensors(model) do
17: {Assign the quantized values from the initial model into the tensors.}
18: arg sorted = argsort(input tensor.flatten())
19: quantizedtensor ← scatter(quantized values[input tensor], arg sorted)
20: input tensor ← quantizedtensor.reshape(input tensor.shape)
21: end for
22: Save model, the quantized checkpoint.
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Algorithm 2 Octave Weight Quantization Pseudo-Code
Throughout, fully-connected layers are implemented as conv2d layers with a 1x1 kernel.
{**** Compute a codebook of all the quantized values. ****}
Input: No: number of octaves; Nq: number of quantization levels within each octave; Kmax: maximum quantized value
1: codebook ← Kmax × pow(2, range(−Nq ×No − 1, 1)/Nq)
2: codebook ← −flip(codebook) + [0] + codebook
{Explanation: Tensor values in the range (cut values[i], cut values[i+ 1]) will be quantized to codebook[i+ 1].
Values less than cut values[0] are quantized to codebook[0].
Values greater than cut values[−1] are quantized to codebook[−1].}
3: cut values← [(codebook[i] + codebook[i+ 1])/2 for i = 0 to len(codebook)− 1]
Output: codebook, cut values
Figure 5. Error in
first-order Taylor
series expansion of
log2(1 + x), ex-
panded around zero,
for −1 < x < 1
operands have opposite signs. Some of the addends will
have opposite signs, due to negative-signed weights.
We return to the linear amplitude space (before the accu-
mulation) and map back to the log amplitude space using
two small singly-indexed arrays. The first table gives us the
mapping from
ix = vx mod Nq;a
to7
Tq(ix) = 2
ix/Nq;a
As long as Nq;a is a power of 2, the modulo operation is
done by simply bit masking the vx with Nq;a − 1, so this
translation back to linear amplitude is simply the bit mask
and a table look up. From this looked-up value, we can get
the actual linear value of the weighted unit input as
sxbitshift(Tq(ix), ox)
where ox = b vxNq;a c and sx is the sign bit for x. Similar to
the modulo operation, we can determine ox using a simple
7The actual values that are returned from Tq(ix) are scaled
up by No;a + 3 (as described below), to allow us to use integer
arithmetic but, for ease and clarity of discussion, we don’t include
that power-of-two scaling for the fixed point computation in this
portion.
shifting operation (without division), as long as Nq;a is a
power of two.
The values for the weighted inputs to the unit are then
added together in linear space, using a fixed-point accu-
mulator. The fixed-point scale should be 2(No;a+3)/Smax
where Smax = 2dlog2 max(a)e is the next power of two larger
than the maximum amplitude of the activation quantizations
and Smax2−(No;a+1) is just below the minimum amplitude
of the activation quantizations. The additional 2 bits of
precision will allow us to return to the log-amplitude space
with full resolution of even the lowest octave samples.
If we find that we need to keep precision for the lowest
octave when adding and subtracting entries from the highest
octave, we can ensure that Tq() (the log-amplitude-to-linear-
amplitude table) has entries with at least No;a + 3 bits.
The accumulator itself will need to have additional “head
room” beyond these (No;a + 3) bits, to avoid underflow
and overflow. Additionally, we can reduce that expected
dynamic range that the accumulator needs to handle using
our training examples to determine the lowest–maximum-
variance order in which to add together the weighted inputs.
Having accumulated all of the weighted inputs, we need to
return to the log-amplitude domain using a linear–to–log-
amplitude table, T−1q (). To do this reverse mapping:
1. We note the sign of the accumulated value and use that
sign as our new sx.
2. We determine the octave of the result, ox, by count-
ing the number of leading zeros in our accumulator
and adjusting for Smax and for the accumulator head
room. This leading-zeros count can be done efficiently,
without conditional logic, using the approach named
“nlz10a()” in (Warren, 2013).
3. We use theNo;a+2 bits just below the leading non-zero
(lopping off the leading 1) as our index into the linear-
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to-log-amplitude table T−1q (v) = log2(2
v/(4∗Nq;a)).
The final accumulator-output in log representation will have
the sign sx (from step 1) and the value −ox + T−1q (vx)
(from steps 2 and 3). Using 4Nq;a entries in this reverse-
mapping table allows us to distinguish the values at the low
end of the octave.
In summary, we have demonstrated how to eliminate all
multiplications by moving to log-amplitude quantization.
We have found that this representation is well suited for
weights. For representing activations, empirically, it does
not fit as well in the networks we have tried. For example,
with AlexNet, we needed more quantization levels when
using octave-based sampling on the activations than we
needed using simple linear sampling. Upon further analysis,
we noted that to achieve the same level of performance we
needed to ensure that the largest step size between activation
levels was no bigger than the step size for the linearly spaced
activation levels to which we are comparing.
